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Exercise 1: Balance of Payments
a)

What types of transactions are recorded in a country’s Balance of Payments? Is it true that some of
them do not involve any payments at all (if so, please give an example)?
b) Why is the overall Balance of Payment of a country always balanced?
c) What is the difference between “net exports” and the “current account balance”? How do these quantities relate to a country’s Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and Gross National Income (GNI)?
d) The new Prime Minister of Wonderland declares that his government will take initiatives that will
boost the country’s export surplus while at the same making Wonderland more attractive for investors
from all over the world such that more capital will flow into the country than out of it. Is this plan realistic? Please explain.
e) In 2010, the statistical office of Fancyland records a current account surplus of 20 billion euro. For the
same year, the country’s central bank says that the international investment position of Fancyland has
increased by 8 billion euro. What might explain the difference between the two quantities?
Exercise 2: Free trade effects
Tinyland, a very small country, has the following demand (XD) and supply (XS) curves for wooden doors depending on the price level P for this commodity:
XD = 350 – 0,5·P
XS = –200 + 5·P
a)

What amount of wooden doors are produced and consumed in Tinyland as long as international trade
is prohibited? What is the price for wooden doors in this country?
b) Tinyland joins the WTO and completely opens its borders for free trade. The world price for wooden
doors is 80. Will Tinyland be an exporter or importer in this commodity? What are the quantitative
effects on domestic consumption, domestic production and domestic welfare that stem from free
trade in wooden doors? Please illustrate your results graphically.
c) Please sketch Tinylands demand and supply curve for wooden doors on the international market by
deriving them from the diagram for the country’s domestic market.
Exercise 3: Explaining international trade (constant labor productivity)
a) Please give three different reasons, why countries can benefit from free trade.
b) In Isoland international trade is forbidden. The country’s Minister of Economics argues that Isoland
has nothing to gain from free trade, because as a cutting-edge leader in all industries the labor productivity is higher than in the rest of the world. To underpin his view he refers to the following statistic of
labor input used in the production of cars and computers:
Working hours
per car

Working hours
per computer

Rest of the world

120

40

Isoland

50

32

What would be your advice for the government of Isoland? Please elaborate.
c)

The population of Isoland consists of 1000 workers, each of them working 120 hours per year. Every
year, each worker buys a new car, the rest of the income is spent on new computers. How many computers could a worker afford with and without free trade if you assume that Isoland is too small to
have any significant effect on world prices?
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Exercise 4: Explaining international trade (increasing marginal cost)
In a situation without cross-border trade, two countries (A and B) produce two goods (X and Y) using labor (L)
and capital (K). The production technology in both countries is the same showing decreasing marginal productivity for both factors. Consumers in country A have a strong preference for good X while the opposite holds
true in country B. The amounts of available labor and capital are the same in both countries.
a) Illustrate the no-trade-case diagrammatically using a production possibility curve.
b) What happens if both countries agree to open their borders for international trade? Will each country
fully specialize in the production of one good? Please elaborate and illustrate your reasoning in the
graph of question (a).
Exercise 5: International trade (domestic winners and losers)
a)

Many critics of globalization argue that globalization is bad for developing countries because international trade would only happen because workers in poorer countries are exploited. The latter – the
critics continue – could clearly be seen from the fact that workers in poor countries are paid less than
workers in rich countries. Is this criticism justified by economic theory? Please explain.
b) In the negotiations for the Eastern enlargement of the EU in 2004, Germany and Austria pushed
through special anti-migration rules to “protect” their labor markets for several years. Both countries
feared that wages would come under pressure if too many new EU citizens from the Eastern new
member states migrated to Germany and Austria. Do anti-migration rules effectively prevent the adjustment of wages if trade in goods is liberalized? Please elaborate.
Exercise 6: Exchange rates and international financial investment
The following rates are available in the markets:

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Spot exchange rate: 1.0 [USD/CHF]
Forward exchange rate (one year): 1.006 [USD/CHF]
1-year interest rate on USD-denominated bonds: 4 %
1-year interest rate on CHF-denominated bonds: 3.5 %

a)

Should a risk-averse U.S.-based investor who looks for a one-year investment opportunity make a covered investment in CHF -denominated bonds rather than investing in USD-denominated bonds (short
explanation)?
b) Because of covered interest arbitrage, what pressures are placed on the various rates? If the only rate
that actually changes is the forward exchange rate, to what value will it be driven?

The investor from question (a) is not convinced of the forward exchange rate. He believes that in one year from
now the spot exchange rate will be 1.002 [USD/CHF].

c)

If the investor is no longer risk-averse but bases his decisions solely on the difference in the expected
rate of return, would this change his decision where to invest?
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